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(hereinafter abbreviated as
HDR) system has been studied.

HDR broadcasting will be
described below. In HDR

broadcasting, a picture with a
wide dynamic range is imaged

with the dynamic range of
about 70 [dB] including both the
brightest parts and the darkest
parts in the dynamic range of

the visual system and the
luminance and color signals are

provided for each part of the
dynamic range. On the basis of
the luminance and color signals,
an image (a chroma part and a

luminance part) is displayed in a
favorable manner for each part.

Furthermore, in HDR
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broadcasting, it is also
conceivable to superimpose a
highlight part of a video part

and its envelope upon a
luminance part, for example,
and to further superimpose a
full-luminance part of a video
part and its envelope upon a

part of the d0c515b9f4
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site. Sorry about that. Q: How to restart nginx
server when code changes I have nginx

running on Ubuntu 12.04. I want to know how I
can restart nginx when code changes. What is
the best way to do this? Thanks! A: Create a
script inside you NGINX directory with the

same name as your NGINX binary. Inside this
script put following code: #!/bin/bash if [ -f

/etc/init.d/nginx ] then /etc/init.d/nginx restart
else exit 0 fi What this script will do is to check

if the NGINX
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